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Dear WMU Alumni:
October 19 through 26 is National Higher Education
Week. The 1985 theme for this annual observance is
"Honor Thy Faculty-Generating Great Minds for
Generations." During the week-long celebration, college and uni versitics will honor the efforts and enthusiasm of the dedicated faculty members who enrich
rhe minds of future generations.
Western Michigan University and its Alumni
Association will take part in that celebration by
recognizing the 1985 Teaching Excellence Award recipients.
The a ociation initiated the teaching excellence
award in 1966 to recognize superior classroom instruction by Western's faculty. This year,s recipients·
will receive a certificate and a $1,000 stipend.
President Diether H. Haenicke was quoted in the
Augu t Westerner as saying " ... if this is a fine
academic in titution, it i so because it has fine
academic faculty." The association board of directors
shares this belief with President Haenicke and believes
the University's out tanding teachers should be duly
recognized.
As members of the WMU Alumni Association you
make this recognition possible. Your nominations ate
an integral part of the award selection process used by
the board. Your dues fund the stipend.
This year the WMU Alumni Association proudly
honors Professors Hannaford, Issak, Oppliger, and
Stech, and Associate Professor Deshler just as we've
proudly honored the previous eighty-three award recipients. The association truly values the education provided to our students by our dedicated faculty, an
education which in turn enriches and enhances society
a a whole.
As you reflect back on your years at Western, I'm
sure a number of faculty members come to
mind-bculty member who had an impact on your life
and who provided the needed stimulus for learning.
I ask that you join in the celebration of National
Higher Education Week by taking the time to write a
note to those professors. Let them know they made a
difference in your life. Don't let the fact that you don't
have their address stop you. If this is the case, end the
note to the alumni relations office and I'll see that it's
forwarded
Join with us in the October 19 through 26
ob~crvancc. "Honor Thy Faculty" because they have
been "generating great minds for generations" and you
arc the proof.

1985 Teaching Excellence Award recipients announced
A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops."
-Henry Adams (1838-1918)

'
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Betty Jean Deshler
Associate Professor
Social Work

Alonzo E. Hannaford
Professor
Special Education

Alan C. Isaak
Professor
Political Science

Larry D. Oppliger
Professor
Physics

Fall enrollment increases for the first time since 1980

programs
receive accreditation
Engineeri~g

Four undergraduate programs
in the College of Engineering
and Applied Sciences have
received accreditation or
reaccreditation by the
Engineering Accreditation
Commi sion of the
Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology.
The computer systems
engineering, electrical
engineering, and mechanical
engineering programs were
accredited, while the
industrial engineering
program was reaccredited.
Dr. James B. Matthews,
dean of the WMU College of
Engineering and Applied
Sciences, said the
accreditation is the
culmination of a process that
began last falL "The college
could not have achieved this
success without the support
of the entire campus,"
Matthews said.
Western is the only
institution m West Michigan
with accredited engineering
programs and the College of
Engineering and Applied

Sctences is its third largest
college.
In addition to the four basic
engineering programs,
students in the college
prepare for specialized careers
in automotive, aircraft, and
paper engineering, and careers
in engineering-related fields
such as engineering graphics,
industrial design, and
engineering technology.
Students may also choose
programs in printing
management and marketing,
consumer resources and
technology, aviation
technology and operations,
and construction technology
and supervision.

Ernest L. Stech
Professor
Communication Arts and
Sciences

Welcome to Western-New students moving
into University residence halls got a hand from
Bronco Buddies like Steven S. Moline, left, a
senior from Arlington Heights, Illinois, and Rex
H. Larkin, a junior from Three Rivers. The two
were among 350 uppercfass students who took ·

part in this year's Bronco Buddies program.
The program also sponsored social activities,
informational sessions, and recreation programs for residence hall students during the hectic days prior to the opening of fall classes.

For the first time in five
years, fall enrollment has
increased from the previous
fall.
The fall semester,
on-campus enrollment is
18,713, up 476 students, or
2.6 percent, from a year ago.
The last time Western's hll
enrollment showed an
increase was in 1980, when it
went to 20,698 from 20,689.
"We are very pleased with
this increase," Dr. Susan B.
Hannah, assistant vice
president for academic affairs,
said.
"We believe that it is a
result of agressive recruiting
by our admissions office,
faculty, staff, students, and
alumni. It has been a
University-wide effort and we
are very proud that the
quality of Western's programs
has attracted so many new
students."
Hannah pointed out gains
in graduate students,
beginning freshmen, new
transfer undergraduates,
minority students, and
women students as the key
growth areas for the
University this fall.
Michigan residents,
.numbering 17,029, account
for 91 percent of Western's
total enrollment. The
University has 1,684
out-of-state students,
including 1,030 international
students.
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Alumna Mary Jackson shines in benefit show
Mary Jackson, '32, demonstrated her remarkable talent
and wit this September while rehearsing a production of
"Foxfire" in Western's Laura V. Shaw Theatre.
The distinguished actress, who has appeared on stage,
film, and television countless times, is perhaps best
known for her role of Miss Emily, one of the
"recipe-making" Baldwin sisters on television's "The
Waltons." Now living in California, Jackson returned to
Western last month to play the lead in "Foxfire/' a story
about the indomitable Appalachian widow Annie
Nations and the acerbic ghost of her dead husband
Hector.
The seventy-five-year-old Jackson said she enrolled as
a student in Western during the 1930s for one
reason-Laura V. Shaw.
"I'd heard she had experience with the Moscow Art
Theatre, and I wanted to work with someone with that
background," Jackson said. "She was the first person I
ever heard to use the word 'creative.' And she gave me
an inkling of what it meant. She did that for others,
too-people who didn't go on to be actors at all."
Shaw, now ninety years old, is a former chairperson of
the Department of Speech and was founder of the WMU
Theatre. Her career in the theatre at Western spanned
thirty-two years and the University's theatre is named
in her honor.
"If I've done anything in the theatre, and I have, as a
character actress and not as a star, it's been because of
Miss Shaw," Jackson continued. "Any good, creative
work I ever did stems back to her, and to those days
over at the Playhouse on Oakland Drive."
Jackson returned to Western in 1977 to perform
Eudora Welty's play, "The Ponder Heart." She was
joined by other noted "character actors" with ties to the
University, including David Wayne and Jack Zaremba.
The "Foxfire" production was directed by Dr. D. Terry
Williams, chairman of the theatre department. Playing
Hector was guest artist Dr. Robert Dewey, dean of the
Chapel of Kalamazoo College.
The four supporting roles were played by Western
theatre majors. William Bryan, a sophomore from Ann
Arbor, played Nation's youngest son, Dillard, a

successful country and western singer. Mary Louise
Herrold, a senior from Birmingham, played Holly Burrel,
a school teacher and Nation's neighbor and friend. The
character of the doctor was was played by Michael P.
Murphy, a senior from Port Huron, and the character of
the real estate agent was played by Richard Uecker, a
senior from Grand Rapids.
A 1976 recipient of the Distinguished Alumni Award,
Jackson remains a staunch supporter of her alma mater.
In fact, the proceeds from the five public performances
of "Foxfire" will be used to augment The R. E. and
Mary Jackson Scholarship, which Jackson established
two years ago to aid theatre students.
"We're honored to have her here and the students are
learning a great deal," Williams said before the show
opened. "It's very rare for undergraduates to have the
opportunity to work with a professonal actress of her
caliber."
Lisa Revoir, theatre publicist and assistant stage
manager for "Foxfire," said that although parts were cast
last April, the actors had only two weeks to rehearse
together before having to perform. Despite the hectic
production schedule, however, she said Jackson
exhibited a marvelous sense of humor throughout the
rehearsals and was adept at putting people at their ease.
"She's a very, very warm person and very wonderful
to work with/' Revoir said, adding that Jackson had
some fascinating stories to tell about her early career.
"She's good to all of the actors and crews, she's even
taken some of us out for dinner and ice cream. She's
just so sweet."
Adding to the realism of the cast's individual
performances was a meticulously-constructed set. The
rustic appearance of the Nations' Appalachian
farmhouse was carefully designed by Gregory D.
Roehrick, an associate professor in the theatre
department. Finishing touches for the exterior were
provided by students, Revoir said, who scrounged
around campus bringing back grass stems, large tree
branches, and other natural "props." To further set the
mood, Revoir said taped sounds of crickets, tree frogs,
and birds were played throughout each performance.

Above: Nations conjures up the memory of ]Jer husband
and relives her son Dillard 's birth. R;gh t: Dr. D. Terry
Williams, chairman of the theatre department and director
of "Foxfire, " demonstrates how one of the play's "props"
works. The handmade sow 's head was rented from The
Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis, Minnesota .
Above: Sophomore William
Bryan played Dillard, Nations'
youngest son. Now a famous
country and western singer, he
returns to Rabun County,
Georgia, to perform with his
band and visits his mother at
the family's mountain farm ,
Stoney Lonesome. Right: Mary
Jackson finds a few moments
during the hectic two-week
production schedule to get to
know some of her cast and
crew, senior Lynda Duff, property designer, immediate left;
Robert Dewey, dean of the
Chapel at Kalamazoo College,
who played Nations ' husband,
Hector; and senior Mary Louise
Herrold, who played Nations '
neighbor, Holly Burrell.

The makeup and costumes for Mary Jackson were kept as simple as
possible because the actress was on stage during most of the play.
However, adding a bun to the star 's short hair before each perormance
proved no easy task for the show 's makeup artist, senior Patrick Justian.
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President Haenicke means what he says about his management style
He's already attended a doctoral oral examination,
arriving unannounced and leaving, he said, 11 impressed."
He's taken a self-guided tour of Waldo Library and the
Bernhard Student Center. He's even presided at two of
Western's commencement exercises (both during
summer commencement).
It's clear that President Diether H. Haenicke means
what he said at an on-campus news conference August
12 when he described his management style as
MBWA-management by walking around.
"MBWA means, simply, that you don't spend twelve
hours a day behind locked doors in conference and at
your desk, " Haenicke said. "You just put on your
walking shoes and you go around the campus."
He also said he expects to teach periodically and that
the first course he teaches here will be for freshmen.
"I really want to see the quality of students we
attract, and you can never learn that over lunch,"
Haenicke said. He added that he expects to be accessible
to students "for one simple reason-they are the raison
d'etre for this entire institution."
Haenicke, who has said he plans to emphasize student
recruitment and retention, came to Western in August
as its fifth president. Previously, he was vice president
and provost of The Ohio State University and of Wayne
State University.
Haenicke said he beheves the Board of Trustees
appointed him president because its members felt he
could provide "good, solid management" and because of
his record of strengthening academic programs.
"I am a tested man of the trenches," he said. 11 I have
extensive experience in teaching and research, and
continue to do that to this day, and I set very high and
demanding standards in both teaching and research. I
would hope that that influence, from the president's
office, will be felt over the years in this institution, and
will help to strengthen it academically."
At a Grand Rapids news conference, Haenicke
emphasized the importance of Grand Rapids to Western
and pledged expanded WMU programming there as well
as continued cooperation with other colleges in the area.
In addressing the Kalamazoo Exchange Club in
August, Haenicke discussed his 11 COncerns" about access
to higher education, affirmative action and the training
of teachers for kindergarten through the twelfth grade,
and higher education.
Regarding external support, Haenicke said he intended
"to put a lot of time and a lot of effort into interpreting
the needs of the institution to the state legislature. It is
my intent to insist that Western get its fair share of
whatever budget the state can provide."
Regarding Western's 4.9 percent tuition rollback for
Michigan undergraduates, Haenicke said: "In principle,
and particularly in retrospect, it was a wise decision for
the board to make. I applaud such decisions because the
very essence of public education is to keep it accessible.
As long as the state continues to provide allocation
levels that allow us to offer an excellent education, then
I have no problem with holding tuition down."
Haenicke said he was "intrigued by the idea" that he
would serve an institution 11 of a size I consider
absolutely manageable. This is an ideal size for a
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President Diether H. Haenicke
gives transfer student Bill K.
Neis of Farmington Hills some
helpful information during fall
registration. Haenicke has
labeled his management style
as "management by walking
around, " and he demonstrated
this philosophy by participating
in the University 's efforts to
help orient new students.

university. It's large enough to be a major,
comprehensive university" yet small enough "that I can
get my arms around it." He said in six months he
·expects to know most of Western's programs "in detail,
and I'm looking forward to that."

Haenicke said it would be at least six months before
he would know what, if any, changes in administration
would occur. "In complex organizations such as ours,"
he said, "change is usually incremental and not based
on dramatic shifts in direction. 11

A few words

Computerized data base
•
•
•
tmproves
regtstratton

• Board adopts new bylaws
New bylaws adopted by the
Board of Trustees went into
effect September 1.
Among the major
provisions of the new bylaws
are: opening committee
meetings to the public,
changing the term of
chairperson from two years to
one year (effective Tanuary 1,
1987) and not allowing one
person to be elected

WMU Alumni Association Board ol
Directors
President
Allen C. Emmons, '65, Grand Raptds
Vice President
Keith A. Pretty, '73, Lansing
Treasurer
Richard G. Carlson, '71, Wilmette, IL
Past President
Alan C. Coe, '65, Warren, OH
Executive Secretary
M. Jamie Jeremy, Kalamazoo
Arthur E.· Auer, '64, Boca Raton, FL
Lorraine Boekeloo Beebe, '32,
Kalamazoo
Michael C. Dallas, '71, Eaton Rapids
Dennis M. Duval, ' 72, Battle Creek
Charlotte A. Ferraro, '48, Kalamazoo
Hal Gensichen, '47, Mission Viejo, CA
SonciTa Kaminski, '60, St. Joseph
William). Maze, Jr., '59, Kalamazoo
james D. McCormick, '74, Reston, VA
Suzanne Geha Merpi, '73, Grand Rapids
David E. Robinson, '51, Ypsilanti
Lawrence j. Russell, '36, Kalamazoo
jack Ryan, '48, Royal Oak
Fred C. Stevens, '46, Kalamazoo
Michael E. Vennix, '83, Bristol, IN
Georgia Van Adestine, '78, jackson
Sandra -Weir, '71, Pelham Manor, NY
Emily Word, '77, Battle Creek

chairperson for two
consecutive terms, reducing
the number of committees
from four to two, and making
the board's role, duties, and
objectives clearer.
•

Chinese scholar teaching
at Western this year
An expert in international
trade from Nankai University
in Tianjin, People's Republic
of China, is teaching and
conducting research at
Western this academic year as
a Fulbright
Scholar-in-Residence.
Dr. Yi Tingzhen, a professor
of economics at N ankai, has
been awarded a $19,000
Fulbright grant to conduct
research in international trade
and teach courses on the
Asian and Chinese economies
here. He is one of only ten
Chinese scholars awarded a
Fulbright grant for the coming
academic year.
• Haenicke contract approved
The Board of Trustees has approved a five-year contract for
Dr. Diether H . Haenicke as
president of Western.
The contract calls for a
first-year salary of $95,000
and the standard University
benefits . It also gives
Haenicke the use of an
automobile and a house.

for classes at a large university is a hot,
tiresome process that most college students would like
to forget.
However, Western is eliminating some of the
registration hassel with the aid of a computerized data
base called ISIS, Integrated Student Information System.
The system has allowed the University to pl.t basic
information about students on computers so scheduling,
financial aid, and other important information is readily
available.
The system was first tested earlier this summer at the
day of final registration for summer session. It was also
used extensively during fall registration. Students still
had to wait in lines, but for many, the registration
process was smoother and even manageable.
An added benefit of ISIS is that the data base it uses
knits together the University.
1
'The potential is unlimited in terms of service to the
campus community and in the management of the
institution," said Dennis Boyle, University registrar and
head of a committee that has been working on ISIS for
the past two and a half years.
"It's been a major effort," Boyle said. "But it's already
making our everyday work more effective for everyone
concerned."
So far more than ten offices are "connected" with
ISIS. They include admissions, financial aid, residence
hall facilities, accounts receivable, registration,
cashiering, and academic advising.
"The idea is that each office can work directly from
the same information on each student, eliminating
duplication and potential errors," Boyle said. "Academic
~egistering

(Continued on page 4)
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Board of Trustees approves
1985-86 operating budget
Hispanic Heritage
Week-Mike A Ramirez.

assistant director of Minority

Student Services, and Andrea
Lozano Riker, a master's student studymg graphic design
and a native of Mexico, helped
arrange an Hispamc art exhibit
in the Knauss Hall Art Gallery.
The exhibit was on display as
part of Western's celebration
of Hispanic Heritage Week,
proclaimed for September 9
through 14. The paintings were
done by Hispanic artists from
the Kalamazoo area.

Attention is focused on quality teaching and learning
• Quality teaching and quality higher education go hand
in hand. However, several recent reports contend that
quality higher education is slipping and they point the
finger at universities themselves.
Western is addressing those concerns this fall in a
series of activities for faculty members that centers
around the theme "Involvement in Teaching and
Learning."
"WMU has long prided itself on the quality of its
teaching and its curriculum/' Dr. Susan B. Hannah,
assistant vice president for academic affairs, said.
"The national studies on teaching and learning in
higher education give us an opportunity both to
recognize many fine faculty at the University for their
teaching excellence, and to see what we can learn from
this research which might suggest new techniques and
approaches. Quality is a watchword for us at Western,
and this series of activities support and extend that
commitment. 11
The theme for the activities was taken from a
National Institute of Education report published last
fall.
The report said that only half of all college students
seeking bachelor's degrees achieve them. It attributed
the high drop-out rate and declining student
achievement to the failure of U.S. universities to
motivate students. It also described the quality of
courses as "problematic."

ISIS

(Continued from page 3)
advising is among the
activities that could benefit
the most from ISIS, since
information available is so
much more complete and
accurate."
The common data base ISIS
uses contains the usual
biographical information on
students, such as name,
Social Security number, age,
sex, religious preference,
marital status, home address, ·
and the like. It also contains
each student's ACT scores,
various WMU test scores, the
student's full academic
history and current schedule
of classes, housing and
food-plan information, and
the student's financial aid
package among other
information.

"The realities of student learning, curricular
coherence, the quality of facilities, faculty morale, and
academic standards no longer measure up to our
expectations," the report said.
Activities Western plans to use to foster involvement
in teaching and learning include the following.
• Designating Faculty Teaching Fellows who
will devote time and effort to revitalizing teaching
in return for $500 "credit" toward classroom
materials, resources, equipment, or teaching-related
travel
Scheduling a seminar and dinner for new faculty
members where they will receive an overview of the
University and be given information about services
and support available to them
Scheduling a seminar on the relationship of
professional knowledge and real-world practice
Holding a series of seminars on "Coping with
Teaching" and on "Let's Talk About Teaching"
Airing an audio-teleconference on the National
Institute of Education report
Holding an intellectual skills conference
Providing computer literacy classes and
off-campus retreats
A similar set of activities is being planned forth~
winter semester.

Career services aid alumni
Many graduates think of the
Office of University Placement Services as a source for
helping secure their first job.
But, according to Dr. Chester
Arnold, director of placement
services, ''The office aids
several thousand alumni each
year who are interested in relocation, career advancement,
or career change.''
Services available to alumni
include reactivation of alumni
credentials, job referral, career
counseling, resume critiquing, periodic job seminars,
and use of career materials.

All newly graduated alumni

may receive these services
free of charge for the first
twelve months following
graduation. Afterward, a onedollar fcc is charged for each
six months of service.
Alumni may also ubscribe
to the ''Job Opportunity
Bulletin," a weekly listing of
positions available throughout
the country. The cost is $10 ·
for eighteen issues.
Alumni interested in these
services should contact
University Placement Services, Ellsworth Hall, (616)
383-1710.

Taking shape- Work on the $2. 1 million addition to McCracken Hall's northeast side is off to a good start and is expected to be completed by the summer of 1986. The 9,000square-foot, two-story addition will provide facilities for the
Department of Paper Science and Engineering to expand into
teaching and researching the modern methods of non-polluting

processes.

The Board of Trustees has approved a 1985-86 General
Fund operating budget of $91,651,200, up $8,176,100 or
9.79 percent from last year.
The budget includes a 12.4 percent increase in state
appropriations and reflect a 0.82 percent increa e in
tuition revenues for 1985-86. lt also reflects the
elimination of a $1.4 million deficit last year, making
that amount available for reallocation this year
''This is the first year in at lea t even or eight that
we have not imposed budget-reduction targets on our
operating units," Robert M. Beam, vice pre ident for
finance, said.
''Hopefully, we will be able to operate without
reduction targets for the next few }ears. I believe a continued, vibrant Michigan economy and our own successful recruitment efforts will continue to play a very
large role in our future financial health, and currently
both signs are positive."
State appropriations increased $6 . million over last
year's total of $56.2 million, reflecting what Beam
called "strong support" by Gov. James J. Blanchard and
the Michigan Legislature for higher education in the
state.
The total appropriation for the entire higher edcation system includes $22 million for increases in student financial aid programs. Two new program intended to receive funds in time for winter semester are the
Michigan college work-study program, $5; and the parttime independent student program, $2 million.
Western's appropriation includes a separate line item
of $400,000 from the Research Excellence and Economic
Development Fund. Three project have been identified
for these funds: Water Resources and Contaminant
Hydrology, $200,000; Horticulture Economic Development Project, $132,400; and Applied Mechanics Project,
$67,600.
Meanwhile, the combination of Western's tuition
freeze for Michigan undergraduates, an increase in fall
enrollment, and a decrease in the average number of
credit hours per student has resulted in a net reduction
in tuition revenue for the University of $221,700.
Tuition revenues amount to $26,661,000 for 198586, constituting 29.1 percent of Western's total General
Fund revenue. State appropriations account for 68. percent of revenue, while investment represents I percent
and other income represents 1.1 percent.
Of Western's total General Fund operating budget,
50.1 percent goes toward instruction, 12.4 percent goes
toward plant operations and maintenance, and 12 percent goes toward academic support. The remainder is
used for institutional support, student ervices, public
service, and research.
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Alumni Association needs
admissions ambassadors

Association plans two exciting 1986 trips
The Alumni Association has two exciting trips planned
in 1986 for land and sea lovers alike.
Western graduates can cruise the Caribbean March 1
through 8, 1986, aboard the Sun Princess, Princess
Cruise Lines. The ship will set sail from San Juan, Puerto Rico, and will be your home for the next seven evenings. Ports of call on the tour include Curacao; Caracas,
Venezuela; Palm Island; Martinque; and St. Thomas in
the Virgin Islands.
The group will arrive back in San Juan on Saturday,
March 8, and fly home. Three cabin categories are
available ranging in cost from $1,439 to $1,649 per person based on double occupancy. The price includes all
meals and entertainment aboard ship, port tax, and
round trip airfare to San Juan from Detroi t, Grand
Rapids, or Chicago, Illinois. Air transportation from
other major gateway cities can be arranged.
What better place to be in March than cruising the
Caribbean far away from snow, ice, and chilly
temperatures.

The second cruise will take you to our forty-ninth
state-Alaska. The thirteen-day trip will begin in Anchorage and includes tours of the Denali National Park,
Fairbanks, Tok, Eagle, Dawson City, Whitehorse, and
Skagway.
In Skagway, the group will board the Island Princess
and cruise Glacier Bay and the Inside Passage with a
port of call in Sitka. After four days aboard ship,
travelers will arrive in Vancouver for the flight home.
The tour cost of $2,549 per person, based on double
occupancy, includes all hotel accommodations, ground
transportation throughout Alaska, baggage handling and
gratuities at the hotels, all meals and entertainment
aboard ship, and airfare from C h icago to Seat tle,
Wash ington, to Anchorage. Gateway cities other th an
Chicago are also available. If you sign up before
December 31, you'll save $150 per person.
WMU alumni won't want to miss the boat on either
of these tours. For a detailed brochure and reservation
form, write the Alumni Association, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49008-3899, or call (616) 383-6160.

Yuletide Evening scheduled for December
time to make your reservations for the annual Greenfield Village Yuletide Evening
set for 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 12. The
event is being sponsored by
the Alumni Association.
Once again, this very
special evening will begin
with cocktails. Afterward, a
traditional winter-time dinner
of prime rih will be served in
the American Cafe. Following
[t'

dinner, a sleigh ride will take
you through the festivelydecorated village. A walking
tour of the village while sipping hot cider will conclude
the evening.
Prospective Christmas
shoppers should note that the
Museum Store in the village
will be open to purchase that
special gift.
Don't miss this popular
holiday gathering. Reserva-

tions are now being accepted
on a first come, first served
basis The cost is $24 per person for association members
and $26 per person for
nonmembers. Space is limited
so make your reservation today.
Reservations and payment
must be received by October
23, so don't wait to make
your plans for this WMU
holiday tradition.

T he adm issions and alumni offices need your h elp.
We'd like you to become Alumni Admissions Ambassadors. By doing so, you can make a significant contribution to your alma mater. This contribution will
cost you nothing in terms of dollars; instead, we're asking for a few hours of your time.
As an ambassador you'll be asked to contact six to
eight high school seniors in your area who have been
admitted to Western. During this call, you'll identify
yourself as an alumnus or alumna and ask the admitted
students if they have any questions about WMU. This
will enable you to share your experience at Western
with the students, demonstrate how Western has been
valuable to you and your career, and participate in an
endeavor that is beneficial to your alma mater.
We hope that your call, coupled with a campus visit
and other information sent to admitted applicants, will
increase the number of applicants who actually enroll
at Western.
Ambassadors will be invited to an on-campus orientation session on Saturday, October 26. Following the
orientation, they'll be the Alumni Association's guests
for lunch, the football game, and a postgame reception.
Please participate in this important program if you
can . It's an opportunity for you to brag about your alma
mater to potential students, thus making a significant
contribution to Western.
Alumni interested in receiving further information
about the program are encouraged to call the alumni office at (616) 383-6160 or write to the address listed on
the coupon appearing on this page.

0 I a m in terested in being an Alum n i/ Adm issions AMBASSADOR in my com m unity. Please include me on
your mailing list for further information.
N ame
Grad. Year ------------------------------------Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State

------------------------~ip ____________

Phone (B) ___________ (H) _ _ _ _ _ __
Mail to: Western Michigan University, Alumni Adm issions Ambassadors, Alumni Relations, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49008-3899.

Club recognizes business contributions, promotes interaction
The President's Club Associates is a recent addition to
an important part of the University's corporate and
foundation development program.
The club provides recognition for corporations and
private foundations which have made significant financial contributions to the University and that help these
donors and the University interact with each other.
Pre ident Diethcr H. Haenicke extends an invitation
for membership to corporations and foundations which
have contributed or pledged more than $15,000 to the
University . A club member will have a representative
appointed to serve as a contact person and represent the
corporation or foundation at various on-campus events .
Representatives arc invited to attend two or three
events each academic year, including the President's
Club Annual A sembly.
President Haenicke will host a luncheon for President' Club Associates members at the Fetzer Business
Development Center October 31.
There are now thirty-four corporations and foundations which arc members of the President's Club
Associates. Several donors joined through the PARTNERS IN PROGRESS campaign and many have made
their commitment. While there are many West
Michigan area corporations and foundations
represented, the membership includes several firms

from throughout the country.
"The President's Club Associates not only provides
an excellent method of recognizing the generosity of the
corporate and foundation members, but gives an opportunity for interaction between the members and the
University," Ralph Heikkinen, director of corporate/foundation relations, said.
''The associates program is an integral part of a
vigorous and expanding corporate and foundation
development effort that focuses not only on expanding
relationships and giving, but also on maintaining meaningful relations with current donors."
The present membership of the President's Club
Associates includes the following corporations and foundations :
• Albany International
• Alexander Grant & Company
• American National Holding Company
• Arvco Container Corporation
• Borroughs Division, Lear Siegler, Inc.
• Champion International Foundation
• Clark Equipment Company
• Clausing Corporation
• Consumers Power Company
• CPC Int-ernational, Inc.
• Dorothy U. Dalton Foun dation
• Durametallic Corporation

• Eaton Corporation
• First Federal Savi,ngs and Loan Association of
Kalamazoo
• First of America Bank Corporation
• Ford Motor Company Fund
• Gerber Baby Foods Fund
• Grain Processing Corporation
• Hammermill Paper Company
• Hastings Fiber Glass Products, Inc .
• Humphrey Products
• International Paper Company
• J. M. Huber Corporation
• James River Corporation
• Johnston Pump Company
• Kalamazoo County Chamber of Commerce
• Kalamazoo Foundation
• Kellogg Company
• Kraft, Inc.
• Lowe's, Inc.
• National Water Lift Company
• Material Standard Alloys, Inc .
• Michigan Standards Alloy, Inc.
• Shell Companies Foundation
• State Farm Insurance and Barney's Glass Service/
Inc.
• Stryker Corporation
• Touche Ross & Company

Sports
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Four alumni named to Western's Athletic Hall of Fame

Joseph Hoy

Daniel Barnabo

Former athletic director Dr. Joseph T. Hoy, 1930's
baseball player Dan Barnabo, and track athletes
Claudius "Bill" Collisi and Tom Randolph are the 1985
inductees into Western's Athletic Hall of Fame.
The WMU Athletic Hall of Fame was started in 1973
and now has fifty-six members.
Hoy lettered in football(1940) and basketball (1941)
and was president of his senior class in 1942. In 1952,
he began a six-year tenure as Western's basketball
coach. He then held various athletic administrative
posts until being appointed athletic director in 1967.
Hoy held that post for twelve years. During that time
WMU added three men's sports, began varsity women's
competition, renovated Waldo Stadium, and constructed
the Student Recreation Building and Kanley Track.
In 1979, Hoy was elected into the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics Hall of Fame.
Barnabo lettered as a second baseman in 1934 and
1935. His teams won two Michigan Intercollegiate
championships and had a 17-2 mark against Big Ten opponents .
From 1936 to 1977 Barnabo was a teacher, coach,
and athletic director at Romeo High School. He coached
football and baseball for twenty years, compiling
records of 120-41-11 and 167-52; and coached basketball
for fourteen seasons, compiling a 129-65 record.

In 1969, Barnabo was elected into the Michigan
High School Coaches' Hall of Fame. Four years later,
Romeo's athletic field was named in his honor. Barnabo
died in 1978.
Collisi was a three-time letterman in both track and
cross country from 1922 to 1925, and captained both
teams . He ran on three state intercollegiate championship cross country teams and placed fifth, second, and
f~rst individually in those races.
In 1924 Michigan Intercollegiate track competition,
he won the indoor mile and outdoor two-mile . Collisi
also held Western records for the indoor and outdoor
miles and the outdoor two-mile .
Randolph lettered from 1967 to 1969 and was an
Olympic Trials 100- and 200-meter finalist in 1968.
He was runner-up for National Collegiate Athletic
Association outdoor 220-yard championship honors in
1969 and was fifth in the 100 the previous year. In
NCAA indoor 440-yard competition, he was second in
1968 and third in 1969.
In the Mid-American Conference, Randolph won
quarter-mile titles as a junior and senior in helping
Western to team titles.
He still owns five school records and currently competes in the forty to forty-four age group for the Ann Arbor Track Club.

Mike Gary Athletic Fund announcements

Claudius Collisi

Thomas Randolph

• The Gary Fund Corral has a new look for the 198586 football season so there is even more of a reason to
turn out and enjoy the pregame hospitality. The corral,
located at the east end of Waldo Stadium during home
football games, serves snacks and beverages from 11:30
a.m. to 12:45 p.m.
• Identification cards are sent to all fund donors who
contribute $100 or more. These cards are used for
special athletic events and admit you and your spouse
to the Gary Fund Corral. You also receive two guest
passes for potential donors you would like to entertain.
• Free football parking is provided for each Gary fund
donor who contributes at least $100 and purchases
season football tickets. Century Club members park in
Lot #3 behind the press box, 200 Club members park in
Lot #2, the new paved area at the west end of Waldo
Stadium, and Sideliner members park in Lot #1 at the
scoreboard end of the stadium.

Honorary coaches and full scholarship members can
take advantage of V.I.P. parking. This allow you to
park in private spaces with your name on them. The
spaces are located by the center ramp and front fence at
the Stadium Drive entrance to Waldo.
• The Bronco Basketball Bunch has been formed to
help generate enthusiasm for the basketball team and
its fans. To join the bunch, you pay a $15 membership
fee, or you can pledge money in the slam dunk contest .
In the contest, you pledge as much money as you
want for each slam dunk that occurs during a home
game. The proceeds from the contest go towards supporting the basketball recruiting program. All billings
will be made after the season. At that time members
can pay in cash, with a check, or with VISA or MasterCard credit cards.
To participate in the contest, use the application
form on this page. Contributions are tax deductible.

----------------Bronco Basketball Bunch
Slam Dunk Club Application

Name ________________________________________________________________
Home Address __________________________________________
City _____________________________~_ State_ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ __
Business _____________________________________________
Business Address ------------------------------------------City ------------------------------ State_·______ Zip_ _ __
Home Telephone __________ Business Telephone

MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATION
(
) Check One
__ $
per dunk
_ _ $10.00 per dunk
_ _ $ 5.00 per dunk

_ _ $3 .00 per dunk
_ _ $2.00 per dunk

----------------/

..

Highlights show
in its fifth year
Western's foothall highlight
show, " Rronco Football '85,"
one of only two in the MidAmerican Conference to be
seen on a <>tatcwidc network,
began its fifth season
September 1.
The "Bronco Football' 5"
network consists of sixteen
cable system. and commercial stations WXMJ, channel
17 in Grand Rapids, and
WWTV / WWUP-TV, channels
9 and 10, which cover the
Cadilh1c, Traverse Citv, and
Sault Ste. Marie markets.
The thirty-minute show
airs on hannel 17 at 10·30
p.m. Sundays. The "B ronco
Football '85" network in now
available to more than one
million home •.
"Bronco Football '85" may
he seen on cable systems in
the following areas:
Alma/Mt. Pleasant (channel
2), Ann Arbor (channel 9).
Canton (channel 15), Dearborn (channel 11), E.a'>t
Lansing-Mcri<..lan Township
Ichannel 11), Holland Ichannel 6), Jackson (channels 4
and 17), Kalamazoo (channel
7), Lansing (channel 11),
Madison Height /Hazel Park
(channclJI), Muskegon
(channel 12), Niles (channels
l3A and 20), Roseville (channel 11}, Sa~maw (channel 12),
Southfield (channel 11 ), and
Taylor/ Allen Park (channel
3).

Monica Folske

Softball team
gets new coach
Monica Fnlskc, who has been
the head softball coach <1t Ferris state College from 1974 to
1983, is Western's new head
softball coach . She replaces
Fran Eben, who retired from
coaching last May.
At Ferris, Folske's teams
consistently finished in the
top three in the Great Lake
Intercollegiate Athletic
League and several teams advanced to nHtional play.
Folskc also served as FSC's
head coach in women's
haskt:thall [1974-77),
volleyball (1975-79), and
women's tennis (1974).
The thirty-four-year-old
native of Indianapolis, Indiana, i. a 1972 graduate of
Ball State Univer. ity, where
she playt·d field hockey,
basketball, and softball. She
also had nine years of, ofthall
playing experience in
Midwest twveling leagues .

the
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Hockey squad hopes to reach
more milestones this year
For the past two years Western has reached milestones
in Bronco hockey history .
In 1983-84 the team not only made its first playoff
appearance in even years, but sustained postseason action into the championship game of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association Tournament.
Last year, the Broncos tied the school record for the
most victories in a ea on with their 22-16-2 overall
record and finished third in the CCHA regular season
with an 18-13-1 league mark, their highest ranking
since becoming a Division I team nine years ago .
The squad also added another 'first" to the record
ection, playing host to its first-ever home playoff series
in the opening round of CCHA postseason play.
What future accomplishments lie ahead for the
1985-86 Bronco squad, nobody knows . But Coach Bill
Wilkinson has a core of sixteen lettermen returning to
help determine the season's fate.
Senior right wing Dan Dorion comes into his final
collegiate year with a summer of exciting hockey experience behind him. Dorion, who paced last year's
team with 67 (21-46) points, was a member of the 1985
United States National Team that competed in the
World Games Tournament in Prague, Czechoslovakia in
April. He was also a participant at the National Sports
Festival in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Dorion hold the WMU record for the most career
as i ts by a right wing with 116. He was a 1984 secondteam All-American and a 1985 All-CCHA honorable
mention selection.
Senior center Troy Thurn, junior right wing Rob
Bryden, and senior right wing Stuart Burnie followed
Dorion as the team's scoring leaders and return as
veteran forwards.
Two of the top six scorers of the 1984-85 season
were defensemen senior Chris MacDonald and junior
Wayne Gagne . MacDonald was not only WMU's leading
blueliner but the league's top scoring defenseman.
Two key losses from last year's squad are left wing
Lance Johnston and goalie Glenn Healy . Enormous
shoes are left to be filled with the loss of Healy. The
1985 second-team All-American protected the WMU net
in thirty-seven of the team's forty games for a 21-14-2
record.
Three netminders will be vying for the No. 1
goaltending position: sophomore Kevin McCaffrey and
freshmen Bill Horn and Ray Nagy.

io a grand start- The
Bronco volleyball team had a
6-1 overall record seven
matches into the 1985 campaign and appears headed for
another winning season. The
team won its opener
September 7 against the
University of Kentucky in three
straight games. A few days
later, the Broncos lost three
straight games to National Collegiate Athletic Association
runner-up Stanford University,
but they bounced back
September 13 and 14, winning
three games to none in contests between their first two
Mid-American Conference
foes, the University of Toledo
and Bowling Green State
University. Then the team won
the Tennessee Invitational held
September 20 and 21 in Knoxville, Tennessee. The Broncos
triumphed in all three matches
they played, winning in three
straight games over the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Memphis State University; and the University of Texas,
Arlington. The weekenp of
September 27 to 28 the team
upped its MAC record to 5-0.
winning easily against Kent
State University and Ohio
University.
Off
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Payne expects
solid performance
The m en' basketball program
aw a big improvement in
19 4-85 and fourth-year coach
Vernon Payn e expects additional improvement this year
because of a combination of
ten returning lettermen
and four talented newcomers .
In 1982-83 and 1983-84
combined, Western won just
• nine games. Last year saw a
12-16 record, a record that included wins over National
Collegiate Athletic Association tournament teams De
Paul and Ohio Univer ity .
Moreover, the Broncos shared
seventh place in the MidAmerican Conference with a
7-11 mark and qualified for
the league's po tseason tournament after a two-year
absence .
Four starters return off that
club plus five other players
who started in at least three
games.
" We expect our team to he
a very solid one in the MidAmerican," Payne said . " We
return the bulk of our last
year's team that qualified for
the playoffs and add 6-10 and
6-9 in ide players, improve
our elves with a 6-7 forw.ml,
and then add depth llt point
guard ."

Tickets are available for volleyball championship
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association Women's
Volleyball Championship will
be held at Western this year,
marking the first time the
championship will be held in
the Midwest .
Two semi-final matches ·
will be held December 20,

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Nov.

23

Nov. 22-23

Nov.

25

Nov. 29--30

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4
7
10
12

Dec .
Jan.

14
2

Jan.
Jan.

8

Jan_
Jan.

11
15

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

18

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5
8

Mar.

4

22
25

29
1

12
15
19
22

26

NORTHWOOD INSTITUTE,
5:15p.m.
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY,
7:45p.m.
Spartan/ Cutlass Classic
at East Lansing (vs.
Delaware, Michigan State ,
or Central Michigan)
at Marquette
VALPARAISO, 2:30p.m.
at De Paul
LAKE SUPERIOR STATE,
7:45p .m.
at Michigan
CENTRAL MICHIGAN ,
7:45p .m
at Bow)lng Green
EASTERN MICHIGAN,
7:45p.m.
at Toledo
NORTHERN ILLINOIS,
7:45p.m.
at Kent State
BALL STATE, 7:45p.m.
at Miami
at Ohio University
BOWLING GREEN.
2:30p.m
at Eastern Michigan
TOLEDO, 2:30p.m.
at Northern Illinois
KENT STATE, 2:30p.m.
at Ball State
MIAMI, 2:30 p.m.
OHIO UNIVERSITY,
7:45p .m.
at Central Michigan

Nov.
Dec .
Dec .

27
2
6·7

Dec .
Dec .
Jan.

12
22
2

Jan.
Jan.

8

Jan.
Jan.

11
15

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

4

18

22
25

29

1

5
8

12

15
19
22
26

at Penn State Tournament
(Penn State , Minnesota,
Providence)
at Michigan
NOTRE DAME, 7:30 p.m.
at University of Texas
Tournament (Texas-Austin .
Northeast Louisiana,
Cheney State)
NORTHWOOD, 5 p.m.
at Kentucky
CENTRAL MICHIGAN,
Sp.m.
at Bowling Green
EASTERN MICHIGAN ,
Sp.m.
at Toledo
NORTHERN ILLINOIS,
5p .m.
at Kent State
BALL STATE, 5 p.m.
at Miami·
at Ohio University
BOWLING GREEN,
Noon
at Eastern Michigan
TOLEDO, noon
at Northern Illinois
KENT STATE, noon
at Ball Stille
MIAMI, noon
OHIO UNIVERSITY,
5 p.m.
at Central Mlchigiln

and the championship and
consolation final will be held
December 22.
Western's team, which has
won the Mid-American Conference title three consecutive
years and has appeared in
three consecutive NCAA tour-

naments, figures to be a
strong contender for a fourth
NCAA tournament appearance.
Tickets may be ordered by
contacting the WMU Athletic
Ticket Office at (616) 3831780.

Women's basketball team returns
an experienced roster of players
Western returns four starters from a 1984-85 women's
basketball team that won the Mid-American Conference
tournament to earn the school's first ever National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament bid.
Last season, the third-year of Coach Jim Hess'
rebuilding program, Western had a 19-10 record and was
14-4 in the MAC during the regular campaign. The
Broncos were one game behind Central Michigan in the
league standings but then scored a 73-63 win over the
Chippewas in the tournament finaL
Hess' initial WMU team in 1982-83 had a 3-23
overall record and failed to win in eighteen league
outings. The following year, those marks improved to
13-12 and 8-·10.
''Despite having just one senior, we still have a very
experienced team," Hess said. ''Tracy Wells and Shelly
Klare are two-year starters while Brenda Goldner played
a lot as a freshman before starting as a sophomore. Our
three freshmen from last year also played a great deal.
Our depth made us successful then and we need that
from this year's freshmen class.''
Western plays its most demanding schedule in
history. In December the Broncos face NCAA tournament representative Kentucky and North Star Conference champion Notre Dame. They will be in a tournament at the University of Texas-Austin which includes NCAA representatives Texas, Cheney State, and
Northeast Louisiana, and also in a tournament at Penn
State.
Leading the squad into 1985-86 play will be junior
point guard Wells. She was the "most valuable"
player of the MAC tournament after averaging a teamleading 14.6 points and 6.2 assists per game. On MAC
charts, Wells was second in assists, third in free throw
percentage, and ninth in scoring.

Football squad
stiffens against
Michigan State
The Bronco gridders had a
tough time at the start of the
1985 season, but they stiffened their defense and moved
the ball well against Michigan
State University September
28 .
Western opened the season
with a 17-10 loss to Northern
Illinois University. Then the
Broncos faced defending
Cherry Bowl champion Army
and suffered a 48-6 pounding.
However, the squad buckled
down against Michigan State
and nearly upset the Big Ten
team . The Broncos led 3-0
most of the game but lost in
the final minutes when
Michigan 'state finally scored
a touchdown.

Alumnotes
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1930's
Dr. B. Everard Blanchard, BA '31, attended a
late summer reunion of the French Foreign
Legion in Tunisia, having held the World
War II rank of a brigadier general in the
legion.
Dorothy Wolters Benedict, TC '34, BS '60,
and her husband, Pete, celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary June 30 in
Otsego. She is a retired Otsego elementary
teacher. They have three children and seven
grandchildren.
Jacob Panse, BS '34, and his wife, Lucille,
celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary
July 27 in Kalamazoo. They have three
children, Bruce, BS '64, and Craig BA '76
'
MA '79, Kalamazoo, and Jane PaU:se
Kaleugher, BS '69, Canoga Park CA and
eight grandchildren.
'
'
Fern Lambeck Lee, TC '35, BA '52, and
her husband, celebrated their fiftieth
wedding anniversary August 10 in Richland.
She is a retired teacher. Among their
children is E. Richard, BA '57, Richland.
Lloyd Livermore, BS '39 retired in June as
principal of Coldwater's L~keland
Elementary School, where he had worked
for the last twenty-two years.

1940's
Max Misner, TC '41, has retired from
teaching art in the Battle Creek schools
where he served for a number of years ;s art
director.
Dr. Elaine Hurst, BS '43, retired in June as
chair of the biology department at Nazareth
College, Kalamazoo.
Dorothy R.ensenhouse Barnett BS '45

retired in May as a Hastings tea~her. '
Charlotte Walker Cloft, BS '45 was
honored in June by the Purchasi~g
Management Association of Central
Michigan for her outstanding work as a
buyer of consulting/management services
for the State of Michigan. She lives in Grand
Ledge.
James H. Duncan, '46, LLD '82 has
retired as chairman of the board ~f First of
America Bank Corp., but continues as
chairman of the executive committee of the
board of directors. Duncan was named a
Distinguished Alumnus in 1983.
Barbara Shannon Burkholder BS '47
retired last spring from the Ha~tings '
schools.

1950's
John P. Bright, BS '50, has been elected a
director of the Small Business Association of
Michigan. He is executive director of the
Kalamazoo County Economic Expansion
Corp. In ~ugust Bright and his wife, Jean
Schug Bnght, BA '49, were featured in the
Kalamazoo Gazette, and in July their home
was included in the Kalamazoo historic
homes tours.
Robert Carlson, BS '50, MA '68 retired
last spring from the Hastings sch~ols.
D. Dick DeLine, BS '50, heads a new
associated manufacturing organization for
Dow Chemical USA that ties together Dow
related businesses.
Robert A. Meyers, BA '50, MA '56, has
been transf~rred to the Cooper Elementary
School, Plamwell, as principal.
Robert C. Wellever, BA '50, has retired as
. a Fenton science teacher.
Robert C. Miller, BS '51, retired last
spring as director of operational services for
the Hastings schools.
Howard M. Bush, BA '52, in June became
Saginaw district manager for Consumers
Power Co.
Melvina Hayes Harper, BS '52, MA '56,
and her husband, Jesse, celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary July 6 in
Otsego, where she retired from thirty-four
years of teaching. They have two children
including Douglas, BA '63, and five
'
grandchildren.
. Th~ Rev. William J. Torrey, BA '52, was
reasstgned in June as pastor of Chapel Hill
United Methodist Church, Portage. He
moves back to the Kalamazoo area from
Jackson, and continues to contribute
occasional cartoons about pastors and
churches to the Michigan Christian

Advocate.

Kenneth R. Warren, BA '52, has been
elected chairman of the board of Junior
Achievement of Kalamazoo and Van Buren
Co~ties, Inc. He is plant manager for
Beatnce Meats, Inc. Chosen as vice
chairman was Thomas Ryan BM '52 MA
'58, SEd '64, superintendent ~f the G~ll
Lake schools.
- ~atricia Komski, BS '53, MA '58, has
retued as principal of the Roscommon
Middle School.
Daniel R. Smith, BBA '55, has become
chairman of the board of First of America
Bank Corporation in Kalamazoo, and also
has been elected president of the Michigan
Bankers Association.
. Ruth Allen, BA '56, MA '65, has become
cit! clerk of Kalamazoo, moving to that
offtc~ from the post of executive secretary to
the c1ty manager. She is the widow of
Francis Allen, a former WMU librarian.
Don Button, BBA '56, has left the banking
business, and on June 1 became the owner
of Hodges Jewelry store in Hastings.
Paul Schoot, BBA '56, has been promoted
to agency vice president for Johnston and
Associates, Kalamazoo. He is also general
manager.
Donald Matrone, BBA '58, has rejoined
Clark Material Systems Technology Co. in
Ba~tl~ Creek as manager of marketing
trammg.
Gene R. VanRhee, BS '58, MA '66, is now
Western Michigan representative for
Michigan Electrical Representative Co.,
New Baltimore, and lives in Battle Creek
Richard F. Chormann, BS '59, has been.
elected president and chief operating officer
of First of America Bank Corp., Kalamazoo.
G~ Johnston Gibson, BS '59, has become
prestdent of C. J. Gibson Co .. Kalamazoo
succeeding her late husband· Chandler '
Gibson, BBA '59, who died June 11.

1960
Dr. Robert Husband, MA '60, has an article
appearing in the International Journal of
Acarology on four new genera of mites in
southeast Asia. He has been a professor of
biology at Adrian College for twenty-one
years.
Donald Stowe, MA '60, during the
summer was one of thirty people picked for
a ~ational Science Foundation workshop on
nncrocomputer applications in science and
mathematics teaching. He teaches at
Portage Central High School.

1961
Bruce A. Bennett, BS '61, has left his
position as executive director of Family and
Children's Se!"ices of Calhoun County, and
has opened his own practice in Battle Creek.
Dr. Saundra Hybels, BA '61, is now a
professor ~t L?ck Ha.ven State University,
PA, teaching )oumahsm, television, and
radio, and has recently written three out of
a series of six National Public Radio
programs. The programs, called "A Private
Space," are readings from the diaries of
various nineteenth and twentieth century
women.
Nancy Li~tfoot, BA '61, is coordinating
the translatiOn of the New Testament into
the Klao language of Liberia. Twelve years
ago when she first went to Liberia as a
United Methodist missionary, she found it
necessary to develop an alphabet and later
to. delineate t~e grammar. She is working
wtth two nauve translators and a typist.

1962
Sylvia Ann Bouvier, BS '62, has been
ordained a deacon in the United Methodist
Church, and has been assigned to the
Lakeville-Leonard churches. She lives at
Lake Orion.
Mary Lou DeGraw, BS '62, MA '66 has
been cited for working twenty-five y~ars at
the summer St. Joseph County YMCA
c~mp. During the rest of the year she is a
physical education teacher at the Gull Lake
Community Schools.
Millie ~ritchard, BA '62, MSL '77, has
become director of the Paw Paw Library.
She lives in Kalamazoo.

James Duncan,' 46

Dick Deline, '50

1963
Dr. Michael Decker, BA '63, MA '66, was
the spring recipient of the John P.
McGovern Outstanding Teacher award for
1985 at the University of Texas School of
Public Health, Houston, where he is
associate professor of public health
administration.
Erik Krogh, BS '63, has been re-elected
president of the Semor Citizens Fund Board
of directors in Kalamazoo. He is deputy
director of Kalamazoo County's human
services department.
Carol Roberts McCarthy1 BA '63, MA '72,
has been elected secretary of the Kalamazoo
Board of Education.

1964
George H. Boursaw, BA '64, was one of
three Michigan mathematics teachers
nominated for a national award for
excellence in teaching mathematics. He has
been at Brown City High School for fifteen
years.
Richard G. Haworth, BBA '64, has been
elected to the board of directors of the
Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturers Association. He is president
of Haworth, Inc., Holland.
Fred Stap, MA '64, resigned as
superintendent of the Bangor schools
effective in December, to enter a farnlly
business.
Florence Tyler Wood, BA '64, lives in
Provincial House, Marshall, and was named
resident of the month last May. She is a
former Union City teacher.

1965
James Migliaccio, BS '65, MA '71, has
resigned as principal of the Schoolcraft
Middle School to accept a sales position in
the Detroit area.
Allen G. Scheck, MA '65, retired last
spring as a Hastings teacher.

1966
James P. Bishop, BBA '66, has been elected
treasurer of the Small Business Association
of Michigan. He is a partner in a Kalamazoo
accounting firm.

1967
Saundra Hale, BA '67, MA '78, has been
transferred to the Gilkey Elementary School
Plainwell, as principal.
'
Linda Lennier Iciek, BA '67, was
promoted in July to principal of the Decatur
Junior-Senior High School.
Pete Jarrad, BS '67, moved this fall to
Portage Northern High School as head
bas~etb~ll coach. He had been coaching in
White P~.geon, where his teams won seventy
percent of their games, six league .
championships, and five district titles.
Thomas S. Mohler, BS '67, MA '70, has
been appointed principal of the junior-senior
high school in Bloomingdale.
David H. Steger, BS '67, has been elected
president of the Battle Creek Boychoir Board
of Directors. He is director of guidance at
Lakeview Junior High School.
Robert Woodrow, BS '67, MA '68, is the
new head football coach at Kalamazoo
Central High School.

1968
Dale Cutler, BS '68, has become principal of
the Roscommon Middle School.
Harold Goldenberg, BS '68, is now
industrial and business liaison director for
Matt Community College, Flint.
Cliff McDonald, BS '68, was named
"science teacher of the year" for the
Delton-Kellogg schools last spring.
Thomas L. Patten, BS '68, has been
appointed to the Michigan Parole Board. He

Daniel Smith, '55

Richard Chormann, '59

is an assistant deputy director of the
Department of Corrections.
Timothy White, BBA '68, has returned to
Michigan after livin_g in the Far East for
several years. He continues his association
with Ziebart, and now has the franchise for
eight counties in the Traverse City area.

1969
D~ Armstrong, BS '69, MA '74, has
res1gned as Gobles High School's football
coach, after his team won the state Class D
championship last fall He w11l remain at
Gobles as a teacher.
Victor R. Ferguson, Jr., BA '69, has been
promoted to director of research and
development/environmental, for Ja'm cs Rlver
Corp., KVP Group, Parchment.
David McCieman, BA '69, is prosecuting
attorney for Shiawassee County and was
named "boss of the year" by legal
secretaries in the county.
David L. Simpson, BBA '69, is now
treasurer of Rexnord, Inc., Milwaukee. He
had been a vice president of Clausing Corp.,
Kalamazoo, when the latter company
became a part of Rexnord.
Brian J. Stults, BBA '69, has been elected
secretary of the Southwestern Michigan
Association o£ Purchasing Management. He
ts secretary of Statler Ready Mix
Kalamazoo.
'
James E. Yankoviak, BBA '69 is now
assistant vice president and m~ager of the
Otsego office of First of America
Bank-Michigan.

1970
William N. Asche, BBA '70 has become a
vice president of Citizens Trust &. Savings
Bank, South Haven.
Mark Beckley, BS '70, has been named to
the Centurian Club of the Franklin Life
Insurance Co. for his sales work m Battle
Creek, where he is district manager.
James Dechnik, BBA '70, has been
appointed to the Kalamazoo-St. Joseph
Private Industry Council, representing the
Three Rivers Chamber of Commerce. He is
treasurer of the Johnson Corp.
·
Gershwin A. Drain, BS '70, has been
elected to a three-year term on the board of
trustees of the Arthritis Foundation
M.ichigan chapter. He is a Detroit a~tomey
wuh the Federal Defender's Office.
Donna Kaminski, BS '70, PhD '78 is
teaching computer science in Bristol,
England, this year as part of the Fulbright
exchange program. She IS a WMU faculty
member.
Rita Current Linnenkugel, BA '70, MA
'73, MA '77, SEd '79, became principal of St.
Johns School, Monroe, this fall.
Craig Schmidt, BS '70, MA '74 became
director of personnel and comm~nity
services for the Caledonia schools last May.
Franklin C. Sims, BBA '70, has been
appointed a vice president in the Los
Angeles Corporate Banking Group of Bank
of America. He lives in La Habra Heights

CA

I

Lynne McGuire Warner, BS '70, has been
re-elected president of the Paw Paw Board of
Education.
David C. White, BBA '70, MBA '71, has
been promoted to first vice president at
Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit. He
lives in Grosse Pointe Farms.

1971
John L. Caldwell, MA '71, in July became
principal of Kalamazoo Central High School.
He had been at Hillside Junior High School.
Robert F. DeFay, BBA '71, has become a
vice president of Old Kent Bank-Central
flinL
'
Richard Dodick, BS '71, was elected to a
four-year term on the Bullock Creek School
Board. in June. He lives in Midland, and left
teaching four years ago to run Wholesale
Electric Supply Co.

the
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Michael Decker. '63

Frank/in S1ms. '70

Linda Ebersole, BA '71, MA '79, is now a
reading teacher in Allegan.
Carl Ill, MA '71, has become principal at
Starr Elementary School, Plainwell.
.
Dennis McCrumb, BA '71, has earned h1s
Doctor of Education degree at Indiana
University in school administration. He 1s
assistant principal of the Connersville (IN)
High School and lives in Elkhart, IN.
Karen Jezowski Norman, BS '71 , MA '80,
has been appointed to the board of the
M1chigan Education Association for o1_1e
year. She 1s an instructor at Baker Jumor
College, Grand Blanc.
Richard C. Rasmussen, MA '71, retired
dnector of the Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency National Staff College, Battle Creek,
has participated in the National Defense
Executive Reserve Conference.
Elizabeth Anne Roseberg, BS '71, MA '73,
can be excused if she appear to have a split
personality. By day she is pnnc1pal of t~e
Northeast Middle School m Grand Rap1ds
and by night she is the owner of Anne's
Body Shop a downtown exercise studiO. In a
Grand Ra{nds Press feature it was said th~t
the shop boosts her ego, while the school1s
for her heart.

1972
Michael K. Brown, BA '72, is now legislauve
director for the Michigan Association of
Counties.
Lloyd H. Dean, BS '72, MA '78, has been
promoted to director of field operations by
Upjohn HealthCare Services, and has been
transferred back to Kalamazoo from the
Chicago area.
Stephen M. Endres, BBA '72, has been
appointed treasurer of Du-Wel Products,
Inc., Bangor, where he has worked since
1973.
David Gardiner, BS '72, MSW '74,
executive director of the McKercher
Rehabilitation Center, has been appointed to
the Kalamazoo Transit Authority Board of
Directors.
,
.
Mary Neill Haas, BS '72, ~ 75, _this
summer became director of umversity
housing programs at Michigan State
University.
James R. Hutter, BBA '72, has been
elected chairman of the Southwestern
Michigan chapter of the Mic~?gan
Association of Certified Pubhc Accountants.
He has accounting offices in Three Oaks
and LaPorte, IN.
Dale A. Kramer, BBA '72, has been ~lected
a director of the Small Business Association
of Michigan.
Wyman Miller, BS '72, MA '75, has been
named women's basketball coach at
Southwestern Michigan College, Dowagiac.
William Musselman, MSL '72, has been
promoted to assistant v1ce president of First
Federal Savings, Kalamazoo.
Wendy Stock, BBA 72, a vice president of
Union Bank, Grand Rapids, has been elected
a director of the Economic Club of Grand
Rapids.
Larry M. Wlodar, BS '72, has been
promoted to supervisor o~ process .
engineenng at Akso Coatmg Amencan, Inc.,
Troy. He lives in Sterling Heights.

1973
Robert Cole, BS '73, a Battle Creek attorney,
has been elected treasurer of the Calhoun
County Bar Association.
Mike Hopkins, BBA '73, has been_
appointed purchasing manager of Ht-Lex
Corp., Battle Creek.
Mike Jazzar, BA '73, MA '78, has returned
to Grand Rapids after teaching for the last
four years m Saudi Arabia.
Victoria Davis Martin, BA '73, MA '79,
has been appomted to the Kalamazoo
Transit Authority. She is associate director
of Senior Services, Inc., and chairman of
Kalamazoo'~ transit advisory board.

David White, '70

Larry Wlodar. '72

Rise Jane Samra, BA '73, has earned her
Doctor of Philosophy degree from the
University of Arizona in speech
communication.

1974
R. John Aalbregtse, BS '74, has been
promoted by Arthur Andersen &. Co.,
Detroit, to consulting manager.
Mark E. Arnemann, BBA '74, has moved
to Grand Haven as vice
president-commercial loans, Peoples Bank
and Trust.
Douglas Blazer, BBA '74, MBA '75, has
been promoted to supervisor by Seidman &.
Seidman, Grand Rap1ds.
James P. Cross, BBA '74, is now act~~n
officer in the Security Assistance Dtvtswn,
U.S. Army Finance and Accounting Center,
Indianapolis, IN.
Lloyd Dow, MA '74, has become principal
of the Edgar Bergen Elementary School in
Decatur.
Linda Poirier Simpson Holderbaum, BS
'74, has been elected president of the Battle
Creek Area Doll Club. She is curator of
exhibitions and collections at the Battle
Creek Art Center.
James B. Keeler, BS '74, has been
promoted to manager of fine chemical
services by The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
Michael R. Krigelski, MA '74, became
superintendent of the Morrice area schools
last summer. He had Leen working at
Hanover-Horton.
Larry D. Lueth, BBA '74, has been
promoted to vice president by ~i~st of
America Bank-Kalamazoo. He ISm
commercial loans.
Susan Kubik Bulgarelli Mize, BS '74, in
the spring became associate director of
personnel at Albion College.
Dr. Sesta Baas Peekstok, BS '74, MA '75,
EdD '80 has moved to Buffalo, NY, as
executi~e director of the Arts Council for
Buffalo and Erie County. She has also been
elected president of the board of the
Alliance of New York State Arts Councils.
Lynda L. Perrin, BS '74, MSW '77, is in
insurance in Battle Creek and recently
completed a comprehensive course at the
Career Sales Institute.
Michael E. Robinson, BS '74, has earned
his Doctor of Optometry degree from the
Illinois College of Optometry.
Edward J. Rondo, BBA '74, has been
promoted to manager of cost estimating for
the U.S. Food Products Division of the
Kellogg Co.
Alphonso Ross, MBA '74, has become
manager of the Adrian-Jackson district for
Consumers Power Co.
Bradley Smith, BS '74, has been named
general manager of the C. J. Gibson Co.,
Kalamazoo.
Michael L. Stampfler, MA '74, MPA '76,
has been appointed city manager of Portage.
He was director of the Kalamazoo County
Airport.

David Elzinga , '76

Brook Lamm . '79

1975
Gary P. Bartosiewicz, BA '75, is a principal
in the Kalamazoo law firm of Piatt,
Bartosiewicz and Tiderington.
Rick Frazier, BS '75, MPA '78, has been
appointed to the Kalamazoo Transit
Authority Board of Directors. He is
executive director of the Douglass
Community Association.
H. John Jones, BSE '75, has bee promoted
to head of plastic products manufacturing by
The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo.
Dr. Judith Perigo, BA '75, has accepted a
fellowship in micro vascular surgery at
Baylor University, Houston, TX. She is a
graduate of Wayne State University S~hool
of Medicine, and has completed a residency
at Providence Hospital, Southfield, and a
residency in plastic, reconstructive, and
hand surgery at Providence.

1976

Tom Cutter, BBA '77, former basketball
star, played for the Lafayette Hustlers last
season and went to the National AAU
finals. He is an accountant in Lafayette, IN.
Maribeth DeJong, BA '77, is personnel
manager for Nordstroms, Glendale, CA.
Capt. Raymond E. Kirby, BS '77, is now
on Air Force duty in West Germany as an
air weapons controller for a tactical control
wing.
Mae Nevith·Patterson, BS '77, has earned
her Master of Arts degree from Andrews
University. She is now attending law school
in Houston, TX.
Phyllis Pelletier, MA '77, a Gull Lake
high school teacher, attended a summer
institute in Asian Studies at the University
of Michigan.
Barry R. Sisson, BS '77, has opened an
office of Edward D. Jones &.. Co. in Marshall.

1978
Michael Baker, BBA '78, has become
manager of the conference center at theW.
K. Kellogg Biological Station, Gull Lake.
Diane Blank Creekmur, BS '78, BA '79,
has become broadcast production manager
and special events coordinator for
Herpolsheimer's Store, Grand Rapids.
Martha Gray, BA '78, MSL '81, is the new
director of the South Haven Library. She
moved to South Haven from Paw Paw.
Michael F. Lamb, BBA '78, is now vice
president of Tri-City Acoustical Co.,
Saginaw.
Scott Lankton, BFA '78, studied
blacksmithing in the spring at the
International Teaching Center for Metal
Design in Aachen, West Germany. He lives
in Hart whpe he is in the blacksmithing
business.
Sherman Ostrander, MA '78, has become
baseball coach at Southwestern Michigan
College, Dowagiac, after coaching nine years
in Niles. He is also financial aid director
and assistant to the vice president.
Richard Wilkins, BS '78, received his
Doctor of Osteopathy degree from Michigan
State University in J~e.

John Blakely, MA '76, is the new principal
of the Schoolcraft Middle School.
William W. Carmody, EdD '76, has
opened a law practice in Munising, leaving
his post in the Detroit area as city manager
of Royal Oak Township.
Gerard H. Cyrocki, BBA '76, has joined
the Jackson accounting firm of Markowski
&. Co. as manager of audit and accountmg
services.
David Elzinga, BS '76, is now vice
president and director of compliance for
Southmark Financial Services, Dallas, TIC
Kurt Picel, BS '76, has earned his Doctor
of Philosophy degree in environmental
health services at the University of
Michigan, and works with the Argonne
National Laboratory, Woodridge, 11.
Roger N. Relich, MS '76, is now principal
of Lake Linden-Hubbell High School.
Clyde Robinson, BS '76, assistant city
Karen Behnke, BS '79, was featured in the
attorney in Battle Creek, is a newly-elected
June issue of Venture magazine for the
trustee of the Calhoun County Bar
on-site health and fitness programs
Association.
conducted by her Execu-Fit Health Programs
Bill Shippy, BBA 76, has been assigned by in San Francisco, CA.
Battle Creek Gas Co., to participate in
Susan Lackey Chmielewski, MPA '79, has
Battle Creek's 1985 United Way campaign
• become executive director of the
by working with the employee pacesetter
Southwestern Michigan Commission in
division. He is assistant credit manager for
Cassopolis. It is the regional planning
Battle Creek Gas.
agency for three counties.
Doug Worgul, BA '76, MA '77, has
Brook E. Lamm, BBA '79, has joined the
become marketing specialist for Bronson
Polymers division of Diversi-Tech General
Methodist Hospital, Kalamazoo.
as a specialist in paper and tire cord latex
Susan Kingry Yetter, BA '76, has been
marketing. His office is in Kalamazoo and
appointed to the Kalamazoo Transit
he will work in five states.
Authority Board of Directors. She is director
Bartholomew J. Quinley, BS '79, has been
of purchasing for Pension and Group
promoted to security officer by Security
Services, Inc.
Bancorp of Wyandotte.
Patricia Reeves, BA '79, has been named
director of instruction for the Vicksburg
schools.
Debra Sliwa Boehm, BS '77, during the
Barbara E. Tilben, MSW '79, received her
summer became the manager of the Hudson
Doctor of Osteopathy degree from Michigan
store in the Crossroads Mall, Portage.
State University in June.
Sharon Bourjaily, BS '77, MPA '80, has
Wayne R. Triner, BS '79, received his
become a marketing representative for HMO
Doctor of Osteopathy degree from the
West, Battle Creek.
University of Health Sciences-College of
Osteopathic Medicine, Kansas City, MO, .
and is now interning at Detroit Osteopathic
Hospital, Highland Park.
Kirk H. Williams, BBA '79, has joined
Ortho Pharmaceutical as a sales
representative in the Sierra Coast Division,
and is living in San Rafael, CA.

1979

1977

Alumni Association new life members
Paul A. Bertoldi, BA '84, Kalamazoo
Alan E. Boydston, BS '79, Caro
Gregory H. Canute, BA '81, Jacksonville, Florida
VIrginia L. Carroll, BS '68, Boston, Massachusetts
Cheater D. Clute, Sr., Battle Creek
Margaret Clute, Battle Creek
Alec P. Harris, BA '76, Clarkston
Mary Spencer Lawson, BA '69, West Bloomfield
Emily Burrell Nleterlng, BA '80, Dearborn
Kenneth E. Nleterlng, BS '79, MS '84, Dearborn
Harry L. Nlbbellnk, BS '35, Fort Collins, Colorado
David L. Poucher, BBA '74, Portage

VIckie (Ernllt) Poucher, BA '75, Portage
Carrie Zeklnd-Reld, BA '80, MS '83, Redondo Beach,
California
Eric R. Reid, BA '80, Redondo Beach, California
Michael D. Stuart, BA '73, Lansing
Pat R. Stout, BA '83, Lisle, Illinois
Jeremy R. Thompson, BA '83, Cronton-On-Hudson, New
York
Kristina M. (VanBelle) Thompson, BA '83,
Cronton-On-Hudaon, New York
Enar (Spike) West, BS '34, Kent City
James A. Yates, BS '64, CA '62, MA '69, Comstock Park

1980
Richard W. Blunt, BS '80, was ordained as a
deacon during the West Michigan annual
conference of the United Methodist Church.
He has one more year of study at Princeton
Theological Seminary.
Richard A. Cestkowski, BS '80, received
his Doctor of Osteopathy degree from
Michigan State University in June.
Ray T. Colonius, BBA '80, IS now an
accounting officer at the Mt. Clemens Bank.

e
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David Eveland, BS '80, has been promoted
to transit planner for Kalamazoo Metro
Transit.
Elaine Thompson, MA '80, has become
program dtrctor for the Cass County Drug
and Alcohol Services Center.
John W. Varian, BBA '80, has been
promoted to manager of audit practice for
Arthur Andersen & Co. in Houston, TX.

1981
Jeffrey Keedy, BFA '81', has earned his MFA
degree at the Cranbrook Academy of Art. He
is now off to the University of Southern
California as a part-time instructor in design
and graphics and will continue his freelance
graphic work.
Charles R. Meier, BS '81, has become
sales manager of the Prudential Insurance
Co., Battle Creek.
Carmen V. Pinto, BS '81, earned his
Doctor of Medicine degree from Michigan
State University earlier this year.

1982
Randal Busscher, MA '82, is now assistant
junior-senior high school principal in
Hamilton.
Gerald W. Dechert, BS '82, has been
elected president and chid executive officer
of Cereal City Emergency Medical Services.
He is vice president for professional services
at Community Hospital, Battle Creek.
Gina D. Flamm, BS '82, has become
marketing manager for Flamm Pickle and
Packmg Co., Eau Claire.
Pat Hearns, BS '82, has been promoted to
chmcal nurse spectalist for cntical care at
Bronson Methodist Hospital, Kalamazoo.
Linda A. Merrill, BBA '82, has been
promoted to audit senior in the Battle Creek
office of Price, Waterhouse & Co.
Beverly Moore, MSW '82, has been elected
treasurer of the Kalamazoo Board of
Education.
David Sabada, MA '82, has become
president and co-owner of Mohawk United
Van Lines agency, Minneapolis, MN .
Daniel P. Silver, BA '82, has joined the
Peace Corps and is now in Costa Rica where
he is training English teachers.

1983
Laurie Campbell Breighner, BS '83, is now
with Gattle's of Petoskey, and has
established a new interior design
department.
Julia Goff, BA '83, is now assistant to the
president for public relations at Nazareth
College, Kalamazoo. She is also vice
president of programs for the Western
Michigan chapter of Women in
Communication, Inc.
Mary Ann Link, BBA '83, and Philip
Bonifer, BBA '83, have been promoted to
senior marketing representatives by HMO
West, Battle Creek.
John Pastor, BBA '83, has been assigned
by the Battle Creek Enquirer, and USA
Today, to help the United Way of Greater
Battle Creek by working with companies in
the Fort Custer Industrial Park three days a
week. He is marketing supervisor for the
two newspapers.
John Stap, BBA '83, has been promoted to
account executive by William R.
Biggs/Gilmore Associates, Kalamazoo.
Debra Teadt, BSW '83, MSW '85, is with
Child and Family Services of Michigan in
Grand Haven.

1984
RichardT. Chambers II, BA '84, has become
managing editor of the Three Rivers
Commercial, a daily newspaper.
Bonni Kinne, BM '84, has become head
softball coach at Wisconsin State
University, Eau Claire.

David Lefere, MBA '84, is now a cost
accountant for Squirt & Co., Holland.
T"Om Pietras, BBA '84, has been promoted
to regional marketing representative at
National Emergency Services, Toledo, OH.
Ryan W. Schultz, BS '84, is now on Air
Force duty at Chanute AFB, IL, studying fire
protection.
Sandra Schweizer, BS '84, is now teaching
special education in Allegan.
Alison Stanford, BS '84, is the new
women's track and cross country coach at
Allegheny College, Meadville, PA.
Mark Walburn, BBA '84, has been
promoted to assistant controller of Checker
Motors Corp., Kalamazoo.
Elizabeth Wilson, BM '84, selected as Miss
Jackson County, was winner of the talent
competition in the 1985 Miss Michigan
pageant in Muskegon. She performed a
p1ano concerto.

1985
Kris Dalton, BA '85, has become marketing
coordinator for Kalamazoo Metro Transit.

Weddings
1960's
Robert Sherwood, BA '60, and Beth
Mawdsley, BA '80, MSL '82, June 29 in
Glenn. He is director and she is supervisor
of adult services in the Hemck Public
Library, Holland. They live in Holland.
Margie Annis DeRyke Smith, BS '64, and
William Eberhart, May 24 in Kalamazoo.
Ellen Oliver Anderson, BS '69, and James
Meninga, BS '69, July 31 in Kalamazoo. She
is owner of Serve, Sample and Sale and he is
with James River Corp., Kalamazoo.
Susan Fairchild Slade, BA '69, SEd '83, and
William Davidson, Jr., August 17 in
Kalamazoo. She is assistant director of
Portage adult education.

Greg R. Rebman, BBA '78, and Jetondia
Wood, April20 in Middlesboro, KY. He is a
petroleum Iandman and they live in Mt.
Pleasant.
Kenneth H. Reibel, BA '78, and Jennifer
Leiffers, June 15 in Grand Haven. He is now
a graduate student at Marquette University,
Milwaukee, WI.
Sharon Stelk, BBA '78, and Michael
Nikonchuk, June 1 in Chicago, 11. She is a
financial analyst with the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation in
Chicago.
Barbara Wagner, BS '78, and Lt. C. Scott
Bailey, June 8 in Kalamazoo. They are living
in Mesa, AZ.
Beth Childress, BS '79, and Daniel
Cheresh, April 2 7 in Rochester. She is an
occupational theraptst w1th Coordinated
Health Care, Laguna Hills, CA, and they
live in Newport Beach, CA.
Rodger D. Ellis, BS '79, and Nancy
Jourdan, July 20 in Kalamazoo. He is a loan
officer for the Federal Land Bank, Lapeer.
Julie Hipp, BS '79, and Roger Dalzell,
April27 in Darien, CT. She is an assistant
buyer for Macy's in New York, NY.
Thomas A. Koperski, BBA '79, and Tracey
Brown, June 8 in Grand Rapids.
Carol Kozlowski, BA '79, MA '84, and
Bruce Moore, June 28 in Redford. They are
living in Kalamazoo.
Patricia S. Powers, BS '79, MA '83, and
Steven Bradstreet, BS '83, June 29 in
Kalamazoo. They teach at the Mattawan
Middle School and live in Kalamazoo.
Donna M. Maupin Salada, BM '79, and
Charh;s L. Stoker Ill, July 20 in Kanley
Chapel. She is with the Bronson Hospital
School of Nursing in Kalamazoo.

1980's
Jeanine Burnham, BA '80, and Kenneth
Bartholomew, July 13 at The Oaklands. She
is secretary to the WMU Honors College
and they live in Paw Paw.

Ronald J. Kuhn, BS '80, and Brenda
Lucker, BS '83, June 22 in St. Joseph. He is a
computer analyst for The Upjohn Co. and
she is a radiologic technologist for Southside
Immediate Medical Care Center. They live
in Kalamazoo.
Owen T. Laughlin, BS '80, and Deborah
Retsema, August 3 in Kalamazoo. He
teaches at the Klaussen Center, Battle
Creek, md they live in Kalamazoo.
Marilyn Ness, BS '80, and Timothy
Lawrence, March 30 in Muskegon. They live
in Chicago, IL.
Jill Quiriconi, BBA '80, and Erik Smtth,
May 11 in Berrien Springs. They are living
in Oklahoma City, OK.
Daniel R. Chamberlin, BS '81, and
Maryellen Labay, May 25 in Kalamazoo. He
is a recording engineer for Fairfield
Broadcasting Co.
Elizabeth Denton, BBA '81, md Joel
Soronen, May 18 in Grosse Ile. They arc
living in Grand Junction, CO.
James W. Oliver, BS '81, BS '81, MA '84,
and Susan R. Jungers, BA '84, June 29 in
Traverse City. He is a chemi try librarian at
the University of Houston, TX.
Daniel Afton, BS '82, and Barbara
Overlander, July 20 in Kalamazoo. He i a
biology teacher at Muskegon Catholic
Central High School.
Linda Ahrens, BA '82, and Richard R.
Skinner, BBA '83, June 22 in Portage. She i
a bookkeeper in Carlsbad, CA, and he is
with the U.S Marine Corps. They live in
Vista, CA.
Teresa Allen, BS '82, and Paul Wiegand,
BS '84, March 2 in Quincy. She teaches in
Asheville, NC, and he is an environmental
engineer for Champion International Corp.,
Canton, NC. They live m Asheville.
Kathy M. Bailey, BS '82, and Jeff Scheid,
May 11 in Erie, PA. She ts a Kalamazoo
teacher.
Robert E. Buttery, BS '82, and Amy Vargo,
May 24 in Northville. He is presently with
WJYA-AM/FM, Atlmta, GA.

1970's
Joyce E. Zoet Byrd, BA '70, MA '79, and
Theodore R. Weber, May 25 in South
Haven. She is a South Haven teacher.
James M. Carey, BA '71, MA '79, and
Rhonda Adams, August 3 in Paw Paw. He is
a Lawrence High School teacher.
Patricia DeJong, BA '71, and Donald Gall,
in New York, NY. She is senior pastor for
Riverside Church in New York city.
Teresa Hunt, BA '73, and Robert F.
McCabe, August 6, 1983, in Altamont, NY.
They live in Blaine, MN.
·
Craig H. White, BM '73, and Marla Kerby,
BS '84, June 15 in Tecumseh. He is a project
engineer for Heller Machine Tool Corp., and
she is a marketing representative for Globe
Amerada, Chicago.
Karen Keyser Heaven, BBA '74, and James
McConnell, May 11 in Holland. They live in
Tequesta, FL.
Joy McCarty, BS '74, and Jeffrey Balasko,
April 20 in Chicago, IL. She is a training
specialist for Hart-Marx Corp.
Reid Miller, BBA '75, and Terri Clark,
June 22 in Grand Rapids.
Dr. J. Rebecca Lyman, BA '76 and Dr.
Andrew Bridges, July 27 in Marshall. She is
an assistant professor at The Church
Divinity School of the Pacific in Berkley,
CA, where they live.
John J. Schreuder, BBA '76, and Barbara
VanSingel, June 29 in Kalamazoo. He is a
commercial credit officer for American
National Bank and they live in Gobles.
Necole Cash, BA '77, and Bruce E. West,
July 6 in Kalamazoo. She is a personnel
manager for General Motors. They live in
Detroit.
Matthew A. Pinto, BA '77, and Catherine
Murphy, May 18 in St. Louis, MO, where he
is a detective with the St. Louis County
Police department.
John L. Yeager, BBA '77, and Susan
Laquerre, June 22 in Hollis, NH, where they
are living. He is with Digital Equipment
Corp.

Moving or have news to share?
0 Yes we'll be changing our address soon. Please update your records and mail to
our new address.
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Class Year(s)
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You ought to know the following: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Note: to make sure we change the right name, please attach the mailing label
to this coupon.
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Alumni Association, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Ml 49008-3899
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Former Herald editors win awards

1910's

1930's

Nora Wright Christlieb, TC '10, died April 7
in Benton Harbor. She was a Kalamazoo area
teacher, and is survived by three children,
Georgia Christlieb Atwood, BA '35, Benton
Harbor; Don M. Christlieb, BS '39,
Kalamazoo; and W. Ward Christlieb, BA '41,
St. Clair Shores.
Alice Fetteroll Bowman, TC '13, died
August 14 in Kalamazoo. A former
Kalamazoo teacher, she is survived by three
children, ten grandchildren, and twelve
great-grandchildren.
Gladys Engleman Krause, TC '13, died
July 10 in Kalamazoo. She was assistant
sales manager of DeNooyer Chevrolet for
many years. She leaves one son, two
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.
G. Ross Correll, TC '15, died November
24, 1984, in Birmingham, it was recently
learned.
Helen Campbell Bonte, TC '16, died June
22 in Kalamazoo. She was a former
Kalamazoo and Portage teacher, and leaves
two children, seven grandchildren, and nine
great-grandchildren.
Blanche Murray Wall, TC '17, died June
27 in North Andover, MA, where she had
lived the last year. She leaves one son and
three grandchildren.
Vina Shank Brown, TC '18, died July 21
in Kalamazoo. She had been a teacher and
was also employed at Shakespeare Products
Co. She leaves three children, ten
grandchildren, and eleven
great-grandchildren.
John Miller, TC '18, died June 28.

Lola Johnson Reusch, TC '30, died July 2 in
Petoskey, where she had lived since 1936.
She leaves one son, one daughter, and four
grandsons.
Ava Goold Hunt Edwards, TC '31, died
June 21 in Battle Creek. Her teaching career
began in 1909. [n 1968 she received an
award from the Michigan Retired Teachers
Association and in 1975 she received an
award from the Battle Creek Area Council
of Churches. She leaves one son, three
grandchildren, ten great-grandchildren, and
two brothers.
Theresa J. Miller, BA '32, died June 21 in
Caledonia, where she had taught elementary
classes for thirty-five years.
Joseph D. Nelson, TC '17, BS '32, died
July 6 in Kalamazoo. He was a teacher in
both Michigan and Florida and had operated
the Business Men's Press here for many
years. He leaves two daughters, two
granddaughters, and four
great-grandchildren.
Marie Tripp Whitmore, TC '32, BA '46,
died July 23 in Kalamazoo. She was a
longtime teacher and lived much of her life
in Sault Ste. Marie. Her late husband was
Charles H. Whitmore, BA '46, MA '58. She
leaves one son, Charles W. Whitmore, BA
'65, MA '70, and one granddaughter.
Edward S. Jacobs, BA '35, died June 7 in
Crystal Falls. He had been a teacher, a
counselor for the Veterans AdministratiOn,
and superintendent of the Alpha schools. He
was wounded in World War II combat
action. He leaves his wife, one sister and
one brother.
Ruth Wierda Fast, BS '37, died June 18.
She was an elementary teacher in Oakdale
for many years, and recently lived in Stuart,
FL, and Gun Lake. She leaves one son and
one sister.

Two former editors of the Western
Herald, Western's student newspaper,
have won the Thomas E. Groehn
Award. The $750 prize is given
annually by the Detroit Press Club
Foundation to what it deems "the best
in Michigan collegiate journalism."
Recipients of the award are alumni
Richard Chambers, managing editor of
the Three Rivers Commercial in Three
Rivers, and Michael Berman, who
works in the graphics department of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company,

an accounting firm in Houston, Texas.
The two received the Groehn award
for their story, "Ticket Exchange Buys
I-A Status." The February 1984 article
and subsequent follow-up stories
revealed that some Mid-American
Conference universities were
purchasing blocks of football game
tickets from each other in order to
increase attendance figures to meet
National Collegiate Athletic
Association requirements for Division
I-A status.

Linda Deremo, BS '82, and Kevin
Anderson, June 1 in Grand Rapids.
Norma J. Lemmer, BS '82, and Thomas L.
Kloosterman, BS '82, August 2 in
Kalamazoo. She is a Battle Creek teacher
and he is an architectural draftsman for
Tower, Pinkster, Titus Associates. They live
in Kalamazoo.
Louise Mackus, BBA '82, and Jeffrey Wing1
May 25 in Grandville. She is a CPA with
DeLong & Co., and they live in Holland.
Joe T. Peckels, BBA '82, and Christine
Ling, August 10 in Portage. He is district
sale manager at Borroughs/LSI, and they
hve in Portage.
Sara Poat, MA '82, and Fritz Baltutat, June
29 in Battle Creek. She is a teacher in
Urbandale and they live in Kalamazoo.
Cheryl M. Ruiter, BS '82, and Daniel
Bogema, BS '84, July 19m Kalamazoo. She
is a WMU analyst/auditor and he operates
the Kalamazoo Reclamation Plant.
George P. Stomp, BBA '82, and Cheryl
Gruizenga, June 29 in Kalamazoo. He is
with Comerica Bank.
Susan Andonian, BBA '83, and Philip
Walling, July 20 in Kalamazoo. She is a CPA
with Ernst & Whinncy, and they are living
in Houston, TX.
Ronald L. Ballast, BSE '83, and Joanne
Metcalf, June .30 in Fletcher, NC.
Timothy P. Boyle, BS '83, and Pierina
Renda, August 3 in Kalamazoo. He is a
WMU graduate assistant.
Ross 0. Dristy IV, BS '83, and -Catherine
Brocato, BS '85, May 25 in Kalamazoo. He is
an engineer for General Dynamics, Convair
Division, San Diego, CA.
Jack A. Gregory, BBA '83, and Donna
Brogran, April 20 in South Bend. He is a
management consultant for Crowe, Chizek
& Co., and they live in Osceola, IN.
Kathleen Hiscock, BS '83, and Peter
Heinz, BS '84, May 18 in Climax. They are
living in Chicago, IL, where he is an
assistant manager for Jewel Food Stores.
Rachellnselberg, BBA '83, and David
Brooks, BBA '84, June 9 in Kalamazoo. She
is college relations manager for Gimbels
Midwest in Milwaukee, WI, and he is an
account representative for Allis-Chalmers
Credit Corp. in Milwaukee.
Martha L. Kenney, BBA '83, and Michael
Waddell, June 28 in Grand Rapids.
Gregory LaForge, BS '83, and Sheri
Broadhurst, May 18 in Otsego. He is a
programmer at D'Arcy McManus Masius
Advertising, and they live in Lake Orion.
Kyra Lee, BBA '83, and Michael Berman,
BS '84, June 8 in Midland. She is an account
executive for Automatic Data Processing in
Houston, TX, and he is with Peat, Marwick
and Mitchell in HoustOn.
John S. MilJer, BS '83, and M. Colleen
Fletcher, BS '84, May 25 in Farmington
Hills.
Gerri Mysliwiec, BS '83, and Robert
Armstrong, BS '83, June 21 in Grand Rapids.
He 1s attending dental school at
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL.
Michelle Reimer, BS '83, and John M.
Herzing, May 18 in Battle Creek. She is a
learning disabilities teacher 10 Battle Creek.
Teresa Snyder, BBA '83, and Jerry Geer,
June 29 m Grand Rapids.

Allen Stefanski, BSE '83, and Laura Boyle,
July 19 in Augusta. He is an electrical
engineer with Auto Logic, Brighton.
Kirk Tower, BS '83, and Gayle Falkoff,
July 12 in Marshall. He teaches in
Harlingen, TX.
Julie Duisterhof, BS '84, and Randall
Damstra, May 4 in Kalamazoo.
Carl V. Forslund Ill, BS '84, and Catherine
Kunkel, May 25 in St. Joseph. He is a des1gn
drafter for Steelcase, Inc., Grand Rapids.
Robert R. Hen, BS '84, and Jackie Adams,
July 20 in Three Rivers. He is a computer
scientist for the National Bureau of
Standards, and they live in Frederick, MD.
1920's
Mark A. Multer, BBA '84, and Kimberly
Richards, June 29 in Kalamazoo. He is a
Orpha Cook Jackson, TC '22, died June 20
commercial loan analyst for Old Kent Bank
in West Palm Beach, FL. She leaves her
in Holland, where they live.
husband, C. Paul Jackson, TC '26, BA '29;
James A. Reits, BBA '84, and Lorie Parish,
four children; eleven grandchildren; and
BA '85, May 25 in St. Joseph. He is an
nine great-grandchildren.
accountmg supervisor for Veritechnology
Dawnita Curtis Zimmerman, TC '24, died
Electronics Corp. and she is with Michigan
June 17 in Traverse City where she was
Fruit Canners.
co-owner of Zimmerman's House and
Scott A. Root, BS '84, and Deborah
· Garden Shop. She leaves her husband, two
Andrus, May 11 in Kalamazoo. He is a
sons, nine grandchildren, and two
quality control technician for L. Perrigo Co.,
great-grandchildren.
Allegan. They live in Kalamazoo.
Winifred Oggel Curtis, TC '25, died July
Mary A. Schmidt, BS '84, and Gary L.
18 in Kalamazoo. She leaves one brother.
Smith, July 6 in Kalamazoo. They are living
Donald Gooch, TC '25, a longtime
in Harlingen, TX.
member of the University of Michigan art
Charise Sobota, BS '84, and Francisco
faculty, died June 28 in Ann Arbor. He
Softas, June 14 in Kalamazoo. They are
leaves his wife and two children.
living in Athens, Greece.
Catherine Brott Lamb Hines, TC '26, BS
Amy E. Wagenfeld, BS '84, and Jeffrey D.
'59, died July 9 in Spring Arbor. She taught
Hsi, June 22 in Kalamazoo. She is a
in Coldwater, Girard, and Jackson, retiring
registered occupational therapist and they
in 1955. She leaves one brother and one
live in Ann Arbor.
sister.
Stephen R. Warren, BS '84, and .Susan
Lola Ridgeway Yonkers, TC '26, died
Mercer, May 18 in Monroe. They live in
March 2 7 in Muskegon. She leaves her
Cheboygan.
husband and four children, including Betty
Buckley B. White, BS '84, and Jenny
Yonkers, BA '50, Niles, and Robert A.
Farha, May 4 in Richland. He is with
Yonkers, BSE '78, Rock Island, lL.
Cad-Cam Engineering, Indianapolis, IN.
Gladice Decker Adams, BS '27, died
Mary E. Wolff, BBA '84, and Gregory
recently in Quincy.
Deemer, BS '84, May 11 in Muskegon. He is
Nelson W. Schrier, TC '27, BA '32, a star
a claims adjuster in Mt. Clemens.
trackman as an undergraduate and a fixture
Constance S. Brooks, MSW '85, and
on the athletic scene at Western for many
Douglas Robinson, in Battle Creek. They are
years, was killed July 23 at Grand Haven
living in Murray, UT.
when hit by a truck while crossing a street.
Raymond J. Carlson, BS 'S5, and Lisa
He was undefeated in three years of
Osmick, June 22 in Decatur. He is a
Michigan lntercollegiate Conference
technical service engineer for S. D. Warren
competition as a high jumper, winning
Co., Muskegon.
every dual meet in those years, and at one
Judith Felcyn, BBA '85, and Keith
time held both high jump and 220-meter
Goodrow, August 10 in Paw Paw. She is a
low-hurdle records at Western. He was
purchasing assistant with Safety Services,
inducted into the WMU Athletic Hall of
lnc., Kalamazoo, and they live in Paw Paw.
Fame in 1983. After graduation he was the
Curt Willbrandt, BBA '85, and Kathleen
head groundskeeper for athletics until his
Legris, April 20 in Battle Creek. He is a
retirement. He leaves his wife, two sons,
computer analyst/programmer for
four grandchildren, and one sister, Virginia
Intersystems Corp.
Schrier Slaughter, BA '31, Naples, FL.
Esther Weber Davis, TC '28, died July 7 in
Van Buren County, where she had retired
from teaching in 1958.
Virginia Olin Dorgan, TC '28, BA '56,
died recently in Dowagiac where she had
Prof. George A. Kirby, an associate professor
once been a teacher. For a number of years
of accounting from 1936 to 1966, died
she directed the E.R. Fitch Camp in
August 10 in Kalamazoo. From 1943 to 1945
Dowagiac. She leaves one daughter,
he served as a U.S. Navy officer. He leaves
Elizabeth Dorgan, BA '66, MA '70, Fox Lake,
his wife, Edna Whipple Kirby, BS '33, also a
IL, and three grandchildren.
retired WMU profesor; two sons, including
Lois E. Lloyd, TC '29, BA '53, a teacher in
Franklin R., BS '57, MA '64, Novi; and six
Jackson County for forty-seven years, died
grandchildren.
June 22 in Eaton Rapids. She had retired in
1971 in Springport.

Deaths

e

1950's
Robert L. Cook, BS '57, died June 26 in
Grand Rapids. He was special education
director for the Kelloggsville schools. He
leaves his wife, four children, and his
mother.
Willamene Howard, BS '59, died May 14
in Muskegon, where she had retired from
teaching in 1976. She leaves four sisters.

1960's
Vada Patterson Ferguson, BS '61, rued June 8
in Muskegon where she had taught until
retirement in 1969. She leaves three
daughters, one son, fifteen grandchildren,
and six great-grandchildren.
William E. Vine, BS '63, died June 25 in
Kalamazoo, where he was regional sales
manager for Hercules, Inc. He leaves his
wife, three sons, his father, and one brother.
Thomas Q. White, BS '65, died March 3 of
acute leukemia. He was a State Farm
insurance agent in New Buffalo and lived in
Sawyer.
Dorris Mead Mcintyre, BS '66, died June
25 in Hastings, where she had lived for
fifty-five years. She was a Barry County
teacher at one time. She leaves her husband,
Cameron Mcintyre, TC '31; two children;
six grandchildren; and five
great-grandchildren.

1970's
Elizabeth Duran Hebben, BS '72, died July
25 in Plainwell after an extended illness.
She leaves her husband, George, BS '72, and
one daughter.

1980's
Linda Lou Latham, MSW '83, was killed in
early July in Kalamazoo County. She lived
in Dowling and worked for the Calhoun
County Community Mental Health Board.
Surviving are two sons, her parents, and one
sister.
Dana G. Sherman, MBA '84, controller at
Goshen College, Goshen, IN, died July 8 of
cancer. He leaves his wife and two sons.
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Rainbow connection-Diana K. Allen, left, a physical
Pl€lnt employee, and Phyllis A. DeHollander, a food service
employee, pose next to one of the two unusual flower beds
they helped create as part of on-going efforts to make the
campus more attractive and as part of the University's involvement in Kalamazoo County's Flowerfest. Both flower
beds are thirty-six feet in diameter and feature a rainbow
design above the WMU logo. Other smaller flower beds
were also planted around campus.

Mary Jackson, '32, rehearses a scene from Western's production of "Foxfire,., ~hich was staged in late September. The
distinguished actress returned to campus to play the leading role of Annie Nations in five benefit performances. Here
Nations prepares one of her favorite culinary delights, a dish she calls sow's meat and says she's "silly" about. See story
on page 2.

